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TION iii InOR OF THE uKADiSATiNG GLASS 
Last   Social   of   the   Year   for 
Outgoing Class  Held at 
Home of President 
On Thursday evening the Presi- 
dent's home was opened for the 
annual reception given by Dr. and 
Mrs. E. W. Sikes in honor of the 
graduating class. In the spacious 
rooms, verandahs and beautiful 
lawns, the members of the senior 
class, visiting young ladies and 
members of the faculty and com- 
munity gathered as a last compli- 
ment, to the outgoing class. Presi- 
dent and Mrs. Sikes, with the of- 
ficially designated directors of de- 
partments and their wives, received 
the cadets and othe rguests in the 
beautifully decorated parlors of the 
President's residence. Numerous 
friends received the guests in the 
halls, dining room and living rooms. 
Punch and iced courses were serv- 
ed by young ladies on the porches 
under softly shaded lanterns. In 
the parlors flowers, candles and 
softly shaded lights combined to 
PToduce a very colorful effect. 
About four hundred guests, includ- 
ing members of the Senior class, 
called during the evening. 
For many years the president's 
reception to the Senior class has- 
marked the last of the social at- 
tentions for this body of young 
men, and is a function to which 
all look forward with anticipation 
of pleasure. President and Mrs 
Sikes are delightful in their cor- 
diality to visitors, especially to ca- 
dets, and this reception was one of 
the most highly enjoyed that they 
have given since Dr. Sikes accepted 
the   presidency of  Clemson. 
THIRTY-FOUR BLOCKS 
AWARDED ATHLETES 
Baseball,     Track,     Swimming, 
and Tennis Men Awarded 
Emblems  of   Merit 
Thirty-four block letters in base- 
ball, track, swimming, and tennis, 
have been awarded to Clemson ath- 
letes by the athletic committee for 
the season just past. This presen- 
tation of letters in four different 
sports shows that the athletic pro- 
gram at Clemson is rapidly expand- 
ing. Tennis and swimming are two 
of ths new sports that have been 
installed, this being the first year 
that blocks have been awarded to 
members  of  either  of  these   teams. 
The awards as announced by Di- 
rector James G.  Gee are as  follows: 
Baseball—Justus, Zeigler, Hewitt, 
Watson, Cook, Magill, Pearman, Gib- 
son,    Query,    Mahaffey,    Chamblee, 
PHI PS1 HOLDS 
ANQUETJT STARR 
The Phi Psi fraternity held its 
last quarterly banquet at the "Pruit 
House" in Starr last Wednesday 
evening. The banquet was a suc- 
cess in every way, and the boys 
enjoyed  it  to  the  utmost. 
The guests who attended the 
banquet were Professor Willis, Dr 
McCormack, Professor McKenna. 
and  Professor Cartee. 
During the evening several 
speeches were given. Among these 
was an interesting .talk by Profes- 
sor Willis on the subject of Over- 
eating. Professor McKenna then 
held the attention of everyone with 
a very instructive talk on the pos- 
session and use of "It". After .this 
came a short but interesting talk 
by Professor , Eaton on some ex- 
perience during pre-war days. Pro- 
fessor Cartee then gave a few words 
on how to make an "F" in two 
repeats. The speeches were cli- 
maxed by several short talks from 
members  of the  chapter. 
The "Prui-tt House" with its usual 
courses of delicious and appetizing 
food scored another hit, and judg- 
ing from the pleased expression? 
on the faces of the boys, it seems 
that it will continue to be the 
scene   for   future   Phi   Psi   banquets 
This banquet comes in the midst 
of the initiation of new members 
for the chapter. The pledges are 
H. T. Mahaffey, A. N. Bozeman, B. 
S. Rose, W. C. Crane, E. E. Riddle, 
R. B. Smitn, R. F. Comer, and W. 
G.  Day. 
The initiation consists of throe 
degrees, two of which the pledges 
lave already undergone. These 
pledges were chosen from the high- 
est ten percent of the Sophomore 
and Junior classes, based upon con- 
sideration of their most important 
characteristics. 
The new officers have been elect- 
ed, and will take over their duties 
at the beginning of next term. They 
are Theo Baker, president; Ritchie 
Ramseur, vice president; T. I. Da- 
shield, Secty. and Treas. The re- 
tiring officers are: Bil Gray, presi- 
dent; J. Adams, vice president; C. 
R.   BJakeney, secy  and  treas. 
The new textile building is to be- 
come a reality in the neaT future 
and the Phi Psi is to be given a 
room in which to hold the regular 
meetings. This wil be furnished 
as a lounging room to be used by 
the members  of the  chapter. 
Nivins, and  Manager Bill Player. 
Track—Lineberger, Lester, Hane. 
Blakeney, Howard, Andrews, O'dell, 
Jordan. Davis, Finn, Harvin, Wise, 
Newman, Adams, Lachicotte, Turner, 
and Manager Burdette. 
Tennis—W.   M.   Calvert. 
Swimming—Crutchfield and Smith 
EDITORS NOTE 
The Tiger will not be published next week. It has been the 
custom in the past not to publish a "Tiger" during examination 
week so that the students might give their undivided attention 
to their studies. The present staff feels that this cause is justi- 
fiable, and hence has decided not to attempt to get out a paper 
on May 29. The last issue of the present school session will 
be published on Tuesday, June 4th. 
ITES OF COMMENCE- 
MENT DANCES SE 
Ted  Williams and  His Isle of 
Palms   Orchestra   to   Fur- 
nish Music 
Exams are occupying the thoughts 
of most everyone now, but a few 
things must be kept in mind and 
they are the commencement dances 
which are scheduled for May the 
31st, June the 1st, and June the 
3rd. These dances complete Clem- 
son's social season, and they wil) 
climax it with a boom. This year 
much preparation is being made for 
the dances, and the Senior dancing 
club expects them to be among the 
best of the year. 
The music for all three of the 
dances will be furnished by Ted 
Williamson and his orchestra. They 
have played at the Isle of Palms 
for the past two summers and are 
dated to perform there again this 
summer. Reports describe them as 
"Plenty  Hot." 
The decorations are to be a com- 
bination of white and green, and 
the decoration committee plans to 
dress the old gym more artistically 
and colorful than ever before. The 
decorations will be the same for all 
the dances, but will lose none of 
their attractiveness from the begin- 
ning of the first dance until cur- 
few  sounds  Tuesday  -morning. 
The Friday night dance is to be- 
gin at nine and end at two. The 
dance Saturday night will last from 
eight until twelve, and the wailing 
of the saxophone will be heard Mon- 
day night from Ten until three. 
The reception committee consists 
of the following. Harold Mayer, 
chairman; Bill Kline, Biill Welch, 
Jerry Suber, Charlie Lewis, Dick 
Carter, and Charlie Jackson. 
The decoration committee consists 
of the following men: Frank Gainea, 
Chairman, Tom Mitchell, Swinton 
Rogers, Brown Stevenson, "IVla" 
Stribling, Hamish Turner, and Laird 
Anderson. 
DR. W. L. POTEAT OF WAKE FOREST COLLEGE 
TO MAKE COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS JUNE 4 
AGRONOMY SENIORS 
MAKEjNSPECTIONS 
Dr.  Ceilings and Class Inspect 
Greenwood Soils 
Seniors specializing in Agronomy 
at Clemson College were taken by 
Dr. G. H. Collings -and Dr. T. ,S. Buie 
of the Agronomy Division to Green- 
wood County last week on a field 
trip to inspect the soils of that coun- 
ty. Greenwood County is particular, 
ly well adapted for such an inspec- 
tion as it contains areas of soil re- 
presentative of nearly every soil type 
that is found in the Piedmont sec- 
tion of South Carolina. 
An added feature of the trip was 
the fact that .the Bureau of Soils 
of the United States Department of 
Agriculture is now just completing 
a soil survey of Greenwood County 
Representatives of the Bureau very 
kindly conducted the Clemson party 
over the county, gave interesting dis- 
cussions on the different soil types. 
and demonstrated the government 
method of making such surveys 
W. J. Latimer, a Clemson man of 
1906 was one of the government re- 
presentatives making the survey. 
Dr. Collings also took his class in 
Soil Fertility to visit the Anderson 
Fertilizing   Plant   at  Anderson.   This 
JUNIORS SELECT NEXT 
YEAR'S OFFICERS 
H. W. Asbill will be at the helm 
of the Senior class next year and 
a good "skipper" he will make 
Henry hails from our fair capital 
city. During high school he was 
one of the mainstays of the Colum- 
bia High football team and since 
coming to Clemson has made his 
numeral, and block twice. For the 
past year he has had charge of the 
secretarial and monetary affairs for 
the class and other than this he 
was assistant chairman of the de- 
coration committee for the Junior 
Senior   banquet. 
E. S. Clyburn is to be second in 
command, and he is from the Red 
Rose city. The Junior class hat- 
done well to elect this fair haired 
son of Lancaster to the position 
of     vice-president. "Gene"       has 
shown his ability to lead by keep- 
ing at the head of his class. He is 
one of the most popular men in 
the Junior class and with his per- 
sonality and ability it is assured 
that he make an excellent officer. 
G. H. Wise of Saluda, S. C. wiii 
keep the coffers and minutes for 
the class next year. George, who 
was historian of the class for the 
past year is another of the coming 
Seniors who will have a great part 
in the success of the class next 
year, and with him as secretary and 
treasurer it is sure of reaching a 
high   goal. 
J. M. Prim, who is from Bruns- 
wick, Ga., was elected historian. 
To "Jimmie" falls the job of tell- 
ing the world in general, the history 
of his class. With officers of this 
kind, it is sure that he will have 
plenty to write of the class as a 
whole. "Jimmie" hails from that 
part of Georgia which believes so 
firmly in Clemson and in him tna* 
'belief   is   personified. 
The Council for next year was 
also elected and again the class has 
shown its ability to pick the best 
men for the position. In electing 
the following men they have elect- 
ed men that will always have the 
interest of the college and their 
class at heart. They are: H. W. 
Dorset, W. D. Craig, F. B„ Farr, 
H. S. Tomlinson, R. J. MoCarley 
and   J.   H.   Yarborough. 
The   class   of   '30   is   looking   for 
ward,   under   these   capable   men,   to 
oncof. the best  Senior  classes in  the 
history   of   Clemson. 
plant is a complete fertilizer factory 
and the students were able to ob- 
tain an excellent idea of what a 
complete fertilizer plant should be 
Clemson has the largest number 
of men specializing in Agronomv 
this year of any agricultural college 
in the country. The men who are 
specializing in Agronomy this year 
and who made the trips are: H. S. 
Byrd, Hartsville; W. J. Camp, Gaff- 
ney; T. H. Copeland. Clinton; S. A. 
Harvin, Sumter; R. O. Miller, Jones 
ville; T. S. Milford, Johnston; J. B. 
O'Dell, Liberty; F. E. Pearman, 
Anderson; R. G. Pridemore, Gaffupy, 
H. L. Shands, Ebenezer; S. V. Stacy, 
Gaffney; M. B. Stevenson, Marion; 
W. B. Stevenson, Winnsboro; G. M. 
Wellington: T. M. Webb, Aiken; C. 
R. Workman, Goldville. 
Many   Exercises    on    Program 
for Graduating Class 
The Commencement exercises wil! 
be held here on June 2, 3, and 4. 
Dr. W. L. Poteat, President Emeri- 
tus of Wake Forest College will de- 
liver the address to the graduating 
class on Commencement Day. Of 
course the Seniors are looking for- 
ward to commencement as one of 
the outstanding events of their lives. 
The members of the Sophomore 
class will be permitted to leave 
school after their last examination, 
but the Juniors and Freshmen will 
be required to remain until after the 
finish of the graduating exercises. 
A large number of alumni is ex- 
pected to be present as reunions "f 
the classes of 1900, 1901, 1902, 
1903, 1904, 1914, 1919, 1920, 1921, 
and 1922 will furnish strong at- 
traction for the old grads who flock 
back to the campus. 
The   program   of   the   Commence- 
ment  exercises,   exclusive  of  dances, 
will  be as  follows: 
11:30  A.   M.   Baccalaureate   Sermon, 
Sunday,   June   2 
College Chapel, Dr. W. A. Lam- 
beth,   Washington,   D.   C. 
6:30   P.   M.   Band   Concert   and   In- 
formal Reception of Seniors and 
their guests, Y. M.  C. A. Green. 
8:15  P.  M.  Closing Exercises  Young 
Men's Christian Association. 
Monday,   Juno   3 
11:00  A.   M.   Literary  Society   Exer- 
cises,  College   Chapel. 
Award of Athletic  Honors,  Col- 
lege   Chapel. 
2:30   P.   M.   Meeting  of   Alumni   As- 
sociation,   Y.   M.   C.   A.   Audito- 
rium. 
4:00  P. M.  Military Exercises,  Bow- 
man  Field. 
7:45   P.  M.   Performance  by  College 
Dramatic  Club,   College  Chapel. 
9:00  P.   M.   Annual   Alumni   Dinner. 
Mess   Hall. 
Tuesday,   June   4 
10:30   A.   M.   Graduating   Exercises, 
College   Chapel,   Dr.   W.   L.   Po- 
teat,  President Emeritus, Wake 
Forest    College,    Wake    Forest 
North   Carolina. 
A  list  of the  members  of  the  se- 
nior clas will be found on page two. 
1A1ATIC CLUB 
CIVES^ BANQUET 
The Dramatic Club banquet given 
at Starr, S. C, last Tuesday even- 
ing was a most enjoyable success. 
It was atttended by the cast of the 
"Ghost Bird" and all other members 
of the club wishing to go. A.t nine 
o'clock the members entered the 
dining roomto be served one of those 
excellent dinners for which the Starr 
House is noted. During the dinner 
speeches were given by the new 
President Q. E. Miathis, business 
manager F. S. Rush and the ladies 
present who took part in the "Gh. ?,-. 
B,ird." S. E. Whitten the rcti;"- ■ 
president, acted as toastmaster for 
the occasion. After dinner the mem- 
bers retired to the reception room 
and danced until twelve-thirty at 
which time they returned to Clem- 
son. The Dramatic Club is looking 
forward to one of the largest and 
nir.st attentive audiences when thev 
present the "Ghost Bird' 'in chapel 
during   commencement  week. 
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.   DORSET     -   —  
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RUSH         Athletic 
ADAMS      Associate   Athletic 
CRAWFORD    Associate  Athletic 
WILSON      Exchange 
HUDGENS,   _    Feature 
JARRARD       Society 
RENTZ     —    Y.   M.   C.   A. 
CRUTCHFIEDD   :..-    Clubs 
HODGES -   Joke 
OWENS  Associate Joke 
LONG - - - -  Associate Joke 
















STAFF   REPORTERS 
J.  H. STEPHENS, H.  A. RIPPLEMEYER,  R.  F.  PALMER, 
E.   B. WHITE, G.  H.  EPTING, 
J.   B.   OUZTS, 
W.  G 
L.  H. 
DAY, T. 
POTTS. 
S.  HEYWARD, 
A. 
F. 
BUSINESS   STAFF 
RAMSEUR      Business   Manager 
CRYMES  ......Associate  Business  Manager 
CIRCULATION  STAFF 
T. R.  WANNAMAKER   Circulation Manager 
W.   F.   HUGHES   -   Assistant   Circulation Manager 
R.   H.   McGEE   _    Associate   Circulation Manager 
T.  H.  FAGG     Associate   Circulation Manager 
EDITORIAL 
Some time ago there was agitation at Clemson for a grand- 
stand on which the band could give Sunay afternoon concerts. 
During the agitation, as far as we are able to find out, one 
thousand dollars was raised for the building of the stand, and 
then the matter was dropped. Now no one ever hears of the 
project, but some people have remembered it. 
It would be a good idea to build a grandstand on which 
the band could give Sunday afternoon concerts. The Sunday 
band concert is one of the most popular and well attended 
features at commencement, and the Sunday concerts used to 
be popular throughout the upper country. People from all 
the adjoining towns and cities drove over for the entertain- 
ment. The concerts were good practice for the boys in the 
band, and they enjoyed giving them. There was no joy, how- 
ever, in having to drag all of the equipment out to the field, 
play the concert, then rush it back in. A grandstand was sadly 
needed. 
It seems that the project was dropped because people said 
that a grandstand would be an eyesore to people visiting the 
campus, because there was not money enough to build a good 
one. For one thousand dollars a fairly decent stand should 
be built, and if it were built in some place such as the rear 
of the chemistry building it would be out of sight to visitors 
around the campus and the campus people. Also, the shoping 
ground would form a natural ampitheater. 
It looks to us like the grandstand could be built during the 
summer and be ready for use next fall when we return. It 
would constitute a useful improvement, and would give the 
band a chance to practice some of its airs. Altogether, it 
would be a good advertising for the school. 
sat precariously on the back of his 
head, exposing clearly to all the 
thick mat of hair and dirty face be- 
neath. There was no tie to cover 
the one and only remaining button 
of a once new William Rowland 
kaiki shirt, which now had no el- 
bows, or buttons on the sleeves, and 
was open thruout the length of it*3 
front, exposing a wide expanse of 
masculine underwear inside. The 
service trousers weTe rumpled, and 
torn in several places, and one could 
easily catch a glimpse of B. V. D'S 
thru openings in the sides where 
pockets had once hung. The shoes 
were thought to be black, but none 
could say definitely because of the 
thick covering of country dust and 
city grime. This cadet bought some 
chewing gum and bananas, and im- 
mediately began chewing most of 
the gum. After several minutes of 
contented chewing, he went out to 
the street. There he removed the 
wad of gum, and held it in the safe 
recess of a dirty hand, while with 
the free hand he peeled the fruit. 
and ate until his hunger was some- 
what appeased. Then he proudly 
told an audience of small boys that 
he was from Clemson, and he told 
them of the wonderful school we 
have there, and probably of our 
well-groomed  corps." 
Not a very pleasing picture we 
are forced to admit, and at first we 
were inclined to doubt that it could 
have been other than some rag-a- 
muffin who had secured some old 
second hand clothes in some man- 
ner and was posing as a Clemson 
cadet. However, after some investi- 
gation we feel that he was not a ca- 
det, but a former cadet who was 
forced to leave school principally on 
account of his appearance here. 
When this cadet left school about a 
month ago we no doubt felt that was 
the end of Clemson's attempt to 
"make something out of nothing". 
Outsiders, however, rarely take time 
to investigate, but make harsh 
judgements without obtaining the 
real truth. 
This unfortunate occurrence should 
strike every one of us with the ne- 
cessity of zealously guarding our 
appearance and the good name of 
our school in the future. Only with 
the strongest kind of sentiment 
aeainst such practices can we hope 
to keep our well established name 
and   reputation   above   reproach. 
the products it manufactures. 
If you fill out an interview blank, 
there is usually a space on it for 
the type of work which you prefer 
Don't try to guess 'where the great- 
est number of vacancies will be and 
appear very enthusiastic about this 
department. If you prefer a certain 
department state that you prefer 
that department. There are always 
opportunities for good men in all 
departments. 
Many students believe that what 
you accomplish outside of class 
room amounts to more than your 
accomplishments there when it comes 
to   the   business   world.      The   bes1 
refutation of that statement is i 
statement from one of the foremost 
American colleges. Not considering 
these members of the class of 192 9 
who expect to go into teaching, into 
professional study, and into L. .sitions 
already secured for them by friends, 
there were 131 registrations with 
the college employment bureau. 
After various interviews at this date 
seventy-one men have received one 
or more definite offers of positions. 
Some have received four or five. 
However, of the sixty seniors who 
have not received a single offer, 
fifty seven rank scholasticaily in the 
lowest two-fifths ol -neir class. 
Roy Robert  Brannou 
The    season    among    seniors    for    William Porter  ciyburn 
... ..... , _    „ ._,,.     Barry Soltaire  Cornwall retting a job    is nearly over, most. 
of the men having secured their 
jobs by letter. In the next few 
weeks a few more boys will go out 
hunting jobs, and most of these will 
be interviewed personally by their po- 
tential,  employers.  If we  can  find OUtJ--Guy Gorman Davis 
Hubert   Adams    
Clarence   Holland   _  
James   Martin   Caughinau 
Victor Lionel Cheek _., 
James   H.   Courtney    
James  Edmund   Ferguson 
Pierce  David  Bishop   _ 
Joel   Davis   Blackwell   ...._ 
Motte   Ragin   Daniel   
Claudius   Wales   Fike  
Harold   Heller     
George   Marion   Hope    
Everette   Vance   Johnson 
MEMBERS OF SENIOR CLASS 
ARCHITECTURE 
 -   Seneca    John  Clifton Galloway 
Elmer Eugene Higgins 
J.  Franklin Kinsler  
Wilton  Earle Mays, 
.   Greenville 
.-   Columbia 
Blacksburg 
    Aiken 
 Clinton 
Jr.  _ 
William Hudgeus Redfern 
Dallas  B'erry  Sherman  ....... 
ARTS   AND    SCIENCE 
   Sedalia    Edward Pollock Jordan 
._   Mayesville 
— Hartsvilie 
Spartauburg 
—.......   Seneca 
— Denmark 
   Arcadia 
Herman Frederick Patterson . 
John Douglass  Pitts   
Philip  Gendron Porcher,  Jr. 
Ciaud  Elbert   Ray    
 ...... Lynchburg 
— _ Easley 
 Central 
  Easley 
Charlotte, N. C. 
Clemson  College 
Hock Hill 
Josheph   Hayne   Witherspoon 
Joseph Bletclier Woodliam  
Huger  Strickland Byrd ... 
Wallace   Jefferson   Camp  ..... 
Thomas   Heath   Copeland   _ 
Herbert L. Davis   
Septimus   Augustus   Harvin 
William   Oliver  Lupo     
Robert   Olsen   Miller   
Thomas   Sterling   Miliford  _ 
James   Borroughs   O'Dell    
AGRICULTURE—AGRONOMY    MAJOR 
Hartsvilie 
    Gaffney 
    Clinton 
Spartauburg 
    Sumter 
.   Lake   View 
 Jonesville 
—   Johnston 
 —   Liberty 
Fieu   Eugene   Pearman    
itooert   Uoodmau  Pridmore 
riazei   Lee   Shands    
Samuel  Vaude  Stacy 
iarvin  Brown   Stevenson  
Wiilliam   Brown   Stevenson 
Gilbert   Matthew   Stone    
Thomas   William  Webb  
Charles  Reeder   Workman,  Jr.     
 Willianistpn 
 Rock Hill 
~~ Mt.  Pleasant 
 Blackville 
  Mayesville 
 B'ishopville 
Anderson 
.-  Gaffney 
Ebenezer 
... Gaffney 
—  Marion 
AGRICULTURE—EDUCATION    MAJOR 
Eufus Clifton Alexander 
Harry Aubrey Chapman 
Wayland  Boyce   Craven  . 
John  Nathaniel  Davis  
Joseph Marion Eaddy  
John   Paul   Hendrix   .._  
Francis Edward Kirkley 
George  Arthur   Meares . 




.— - Leo 
    Duncan 
   Kershaw 
Riley Franklin Nalley _. 
James  David   O'Quinn „ 
George   Forrest  Powers 
W.ll.am Harold Scott _ 
Frank  Smith   
    Richburg 





—  Marion 
Princeton 
   York 
Harold Aughtry   Smith 
Clyde  Weeks Stroman .. 
—   Greenville Robert Alton Taylor  
Walter  Larry  Tuten         Early   Branch 
AGRICULTURE—ANIMAL    HUSBANDRY    MAJOR 
Thomas  Milburn  Clyburn  _ Lancaster    Jasper   Reuben   Parker    
Ralph  Jeffers   _   Holly  Hill    Orin Kirkpatrick Pressley 
Raiford  Foster  McMillan Abbeville    Tlieo   Mellichamp   Reeves, 
Thomas   Charles   Miller    York    Herman   Malphus   Tuten   . 
  Lexington 
    Cameron 
Fountain Inn 
   Iva 
Chester 
Jr    Cottagev.'lle 
_   Jacksonboro 
Hastings   Wyman   Jones 
James   Robert   McComb   . 
AGRICULTURE—CHEMISTRY    MAJOR 
       Aiken    Ralph Leslie  Smith  — 
..  Abbeville    Hubert   Cooper   Snowden 
Roderick Glen Ayers ... 
Robert  Wells Dickson 
AGRICULTURE—DAIRY   HUSBANDRY   MAJOR 
 Tabor, X.  C.    James  Watson Guy   
  ™   Manning    Kufus  Nathan   McClaiu 
Earle Cochran Murdoch 
AGRICULTURE—ENTOMOLOGY   MAJOR 
   Antreville   Bailey   Breazeale   Pepper 
Ernest   Victor   Welch __     Holly 
   York 
...Hemingway 




AGRICULTURE—HORTICULTURE    MAJOR 
Claud   McPherson  Burdett  _    Simpsoiiville    Fredie   Hoyt Duffle     Saluda 
Samuel   Dwiglit   Cain,  Jr    Hampton    Paul  Roe  Gibson  .-.  —  Great Falls 
James  Herbert  Cochrane      Donalds    Joseph  Franklin   Hawkins  _ —  Tinmionsville 
Coy Rockwell Cook   Fort Mill    John   Mitchell   Jenkins,   Jr    Crowley,   La. 
William  Webber Player,  Jr.   _ __. Elliott 
CHEMISTRY 
Ashburn,   Ga.    George   -Move   Dickinson,   Jr. 
    Lancaster     W.lliain Newton   Kline, Jr.  ..... 
  Alto, Ga.    Thomas Jer'rerson Mitchell — 
     Bamberg 
 Savannah, Ga. 
New Orleans, La. 
Joe   Luke   Adams   
George  Thomas  Andrews 
Julian B'urrus Cato  
Martin Gary Chitty 
CIVIL   ENGINEERING 
Meriwether    Jack Hard McCauiey 
m"H Butl^LaSette'idw^ 
Forrest Ellison Clary   
Herbert   Witherspoon   Cunningham 
Fountain   Inn 
   Pagelaud 





We received this week several 
letters from Charleston describing 
a cadet who appeared on the street. 
there last week end in a uniform 
which must have been a disgrace 
to any Clemson Cadet or Alumnus. 
From the description, his condition 
must have been a deplorable sight 
These letters teame from Clemson 
Alumni, and were only friendly in 
their criticism, and the request that 
some effort be .made to prevent a 
future repetition of this occurence. 
This was an unfortunate occur- 
ence for any locality, but especially 
for Charleston, where Citadel Ca- 
dets, Medical students from nearly 
all colleges and universities of. the 
South, College of Charleston stu- 
dents, and hundreds of other per- 
sons familiar with the name of Clem- 
son could witness it. We all rea- 
lize that this man is not a typical 
example of a Clemson Cadet, but. 
we do know that it is human to 
remember a bad example and forget 
the many good examples. This man 
was pointed out to these former 
Clemson men and compared with 
the many neat Citadel cadets who 
happened to be passing, much to the 
shame and embarrassment of the 
Clemson   men. 
We are taking the liberty of 
printing an extract from one of these 
letters describing this man, and hope 
that our informer will be glad that 
he could be of service to the corps. 
"This cadet strolled into a lunch 
room where students and former 
students of nearly all colleges of 
this state were loafing.    A dress cap 
ployers of the boys who already have 
jobs   perhaps      it   will   help      those 
searching   for   jobs   now   when   they 
are    interviewed.      If   we    can   find 
what    the   corporation   scouts    have 
sought   and   emphasize   these   attri- 
butes   in   the   kinds   of   the   under- 
classmen  perhaps  there  will  be  loss 
disappointment in the years to come. 
Of   course,   the   first   and   a   very 
important   factor   is   the   ability   to 
meet     the   interviewer   with     poise, 
frankness,   and  sincerity.   He   knows 
in   an   instant   if  you   are   trying   to 
make   a   good   impression    on   him. 
Don't be overmodest,  of course,  for 
he wants to know what your extra- 
curriculum   honors   have   been.   But 
don't brag and don't list every mem- 
bership—a   few   important   rewards, 
mentioned   with   affection,   will   give 
him the information he wants.    And 
incidentally,   go   to   your   interview 
"cleaned   up."    Do    not   dressup    so 
much  that  it  is  obvious,   but  wear 
a  clean  collar and brush  your  hair, 
at least. 
The man interviewing you may 
ask about any industrial. experience 
you have had. You will make a bet. 
<er impression if you state con- 
cisely but clearly just what you 
have done, your responsibilities and 
your earnings, than if you enlarge 
on the merits of the company you 
worked for and the high quality of 
  Fountain Inn 
Frank  Pendleton   Gaines      Westminster 
Charles Atkinson   Jackson, Jr.    Horatio 
Robert   Cevil   Kirkland      Eiirhardt 
Thomas Russell McAbee  —   Inman 
Edwin   Gross  Young  — 
     Greenville 
Jr.  _    Westminster 
   Hodges 
  Westminster 
__ Belton 
    Pendleton 
  Walterboro 
 Greenwood 
 Charleston 
  Columbia 
Carlton Terrence Wise .,  North Augusta 
Madison   Howell   Woodward     Barnwell 
William   Jackson  Wray   _ -  York 
  Rock   Hill 
James   Joseph  McLeskey 
Jacob   Harold   Mayer _ 
Henry Samuel Miller  
Ryan Dunnehoo Mitchell  
MaUi.as Beaiy Richardson 
Swlnton Hamilton Rodgers 
James  C.  Suber  .._  
Wilfred Patjens Tieuckeu 
William Day Welch  
ELECTRICAL 
Laird Anderson _ Auburndale,  Fla. 
Charles Montgomery Bell   
James   Franklin   Callaham       Greenville 
Richard Clyde  Carter,  Jr.     Cope 
Hoyt Coleman  Causey _    Tabor, N.  C. 
Henry Martin  Killingsworth _ Barnwell 
Frank Williams Lachicotte   Charlotte, N.   C. 
Charles  Sidney Lewis     Crowley,  La. 
ENGINEERING 
Charles   Rosamand   Martin   „. 
Chester     William  Gordan Parrott, Jr. 
Hugh   DeWitt   Poe  _. 
Wellon   Thomas   Rose 
Louis   Roth,   Jr  
Edward  -Martin   McDonald   
John Ballard McLeod  
Clay   Randolph   Mahaffey    




_  Columbia 
Louis  Frederick   Sander  . 
James Dawson  Sloan  
lobert Carroll Stevenson 
Fletcher Feenstra Tice „.. 
Cecil   -Mack   Truluck   
Mitchell Albert Wackym . 
William   Parmelee   West  . 
Tom Carson Anderson — 
Samuel Roy Boleman   
George Pinckney Cobb -  
Frederic James Eison   
Ernest Leo  Epting  - 
Louis Henderson  Graham 
ENGINEERING—INDUSTRIAL    EDUCATION 
 Ninety Six    Robert   Mills   Hall    
 Townville    Henry   Robert   McCauiey 
Whitworth   Easley 
Jonesville 
    Peak 
James    Player 
Samuel  Edward  Whitten  .. 
Milton  Boyd Witherspoon 
Clifton Dukes Wright  
Greenville 
Bishopville 
    Cheraw 
_ Sardinia 










    Elliott 
Pendleton 
  Sumter 
Rock Hill 
ELECTRICAL AND   MECHANICAL    ENGINEERING 
Herbert Wells Hoefer 
John Frank 
„ Columbia Raymond Llewellyn Sweeny 
Williams,   Jr    Sumter 
Edgar Wilmot Blitch. Jr. _. 
Dixie   DeVaux   Evans   
Robert Alexander  Lawsou 
Paul Barr Leverette 
MECHANICAL   ENGINEERING 
. North Charleston   George  Lee  Mlkell,  Jr. 
Pamplico    Ben   Kennedy   Thomson 
Charleston    Hamlsh  Turner      
 _  Columbia    Murray  Lee   Williams  ... 
Edisto   Island 
    Landrum 
    Landrum 
_   Swansea 
David  Lanler Wingo Greenville 
Herman   Samuel  Barber - 
Clarence   Russell  Barton 
Carvel   Reld   Blakeney   _. 
Thomas  Earl   Dill    
TEXTILE    ENGINEERING 
_   Clifton    Qrady   Edward   Faulkenberry _- 
Joel Willard Gray. Jr   
Joseph  Gladney  Shedd 
... Anerson 
Lancaster 
Greenville Ross McKnight Stribling   Rockingham, N' 




TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATON 
James Leander Adams,  Jr  Rock Hih    Cecil   Jerome   King 
John  Marshall  Blackman     Pendleton 
Mell   Duggan Eadie  .'. - Brunswick.  Ga. 
1 Oscar  Frontus  Funderburk     Great  Falls 
   Sumter 
Ira   Stonwall  Pitts  ...._    Westminster 
Thomas   Pinckney  Townsend   Bennettsville 
Walter  DuRelle  Vincent     Orangeburg 
^ !S 
( 
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PRESIDENT     OF    P.     C. 
ADDRESSES  HUGE  CROWD 
An unusually good program was 
rendered at Vesper Service Sunday 
evening, Reverend John McSween, 
President of the Presbyterian 'Col- 
lege of South Carolina, being ihe 
speaker for the evening. Another 
addition to the usual program was 
a special song by the members of 
the Baptist choir. We wish to take 
this opportunity to thank .the mem. 
bers of the choir for the work which 
they have put forth this year in try- 
ing to make Vesper Service more 
attractive and interesting to us. 
Reverend McSween spoke on the 
subject, "Bible Reading and Bible 
Study." However, before beginning 
his splendid talk, he highly praised 
the Secretaries of the Y. M. C. A. 
for the work which they have done 
along a reliigous line here at Clem- 
son this year. Mr. McSween stated 
that the Bible is the most unique 
book in all the world and that the 
contents of the book were written 
over a lapse of about fifteen hundred 
years. "Although the Bible is a 
collection of between fifty-five and 
sixty books", says Mr. McSwesn, 
"there is no book written which acts 
more as a unit than it does." Mr. 
McSween asked the question, "Why 
•do we study the Bible?" In an- 
swer, he listed the following rea- 
sons: (1) To find out the laws 
which govern the field of life to 
which the Bible pertains; (2) To 
find out what we are to believe; 
(3) To find out what we are to do; 
and (4) To find out what we are 
not to do. 
In closing, Mr. McSween urged 
that we read and study the Bible 
regularly whether or not we want 
to, for that is the only way in which 
we are to find out how to live a 
true  Christian life. 
BARNES GIVES CUP 
TO  BUY   TICKET 
An extraordinary example of sa- 
crifice and service has come to light 
at Birmingham Southern College, 
this city, in the renunciation by 
Keener Barnes, retiring president of 
the college Y. M. C. A., of an honor 
-cup awarded him for religious 
leadership, in order that the price 
of the cup might be used instead to 
enable his successor in the presi- 
dency of the Y to attend the Stu- 
dent Conference at Blue Ridge, 
North Carolina, June 14-28. 
Barnes, who during his college 
career has been a leader in religious 
forensic, and other student activi- 
ties, was chosen by a committee of 
faculty and students to receive the 
■cup annually given for couspicious 
service in college religious affairs. 
Finding that it was not possible 
for his successor, Lloyd Tubb, to 
attend the Blue Ridge conference 
unless further funds were available, 
Barnes asked the committee to turn 
over . for that purpose the money 
provided for the cup, thus sacrific- 
ing his personal gratification to the 
better training of the incoming presi- 
dent and the religious welfare of 
the campus. Thus it comes about 
that the money that was to have 
bought a cup will buy a railroad 
ticket. 
attentively to a talk which was given 
by Cadet O. R. McDaniel on the 
subject,  "Courage". 
Mr. McDaniel has been a great 
factor in the success of the Hi-Y 
work of the Clemson-Calhoun school. 
After his talk, the boys discussed 
plans for having their last picnic 
of the year down on the banks of 
the Seneca River Wednesday even- 
ing. They intend to receive any 
new members who wish to join them 
at this time. 
MR, HOLTZENDORFF ENTER- 
TAINS   CABINET   AND 
COUNCIL,    MEMBERS 
The members of the Cabinet and 
the Freshman and Sophomore Coun- 
cils met down at the Y. M. C. A. 
Wednesday afternoon in response to 
an order which was read out in the 
mess hall at dinner Wednesday. Thfe 
boys were unaware of the real rea- 
son for Mr. Holtzendorff's calling 
the meeting. However, at about 
four-thirty they were enlightened on 
the subject, for the "Y" Secretary 
called them together and told them 
to go on down to his house, where 
they would be served strawberries 
and ice cream. No special urging 
was necessary to get the 'group to ac 
cept his invitation. They walked on 
down toward the house and arrived 
there before Mr. Holtzendorff, and 
he was in his automobile! 
A very sociable affair was made 
out of the gathering, and an en- 
joyable time was had by all present. 
GLUBS AND SOCIETIES 
A.   S.  C.   E. 
HI-Y   (Fill?   MEETS   SATURDAY 
As the end of the school year 
is approaching, a great deal of in- 
terest is being shown in the Hi-Y 
Club work so as to form a firm 
foundation upon which to begin 
work next year. The boys gathered 
in the Cabinet room of the "Y" 
Saturday   evening  and   listened  very 
The initiation of the Junior Civils 
into .the A. S. C. E. was caried out 
on May G. All of the Jnuiors were 
eligible at this time. Several of the 
candidates were absent, and will be 
initiated at a later date. 
On Tuesady evening, May 14, the 
initiation was completed. After this 
was over, officers lor the first term 
of next year were elected. The 
following oficers were elected: L. P. 
Thomas, President; H. W. Asbil!, 
Vice-president; and J. H. Dobson, 




San Francisco, California, 
August 8, 1928 
Larus & Bro. Co., 
Richmond, Va. 
Dear Friends: 
I have been a very heavy pipe 
smoker for the last thirty years, and 
have always used Edgeworth ■ To- 
bacco (Plug Slice) and find there is no 
other tobacco like it for a cool and 
well flavored taste. 
I am in the vaudeville business, and 
have traveled all over the world with 
my brother, and always have had very 
great pleasure in recommending your 
tobacco; and many a time I have had 
to pay double the price in different 
countries for it, but I would sooner do 
that than smoke anything else, as I 
have tried all different brands. I 
generally buy a one-pound tin and 
roll it up; and believe me, gentlemen, 
it is real tobacco. 
With best wishes from 
Yours sincerely, 
Sam La Mert 
of the 
La Mert Brothers' Piano Novelty Act. 
Edgeworth 
Extra High Grade 
Smoking Tobacco 
A.  S.  M.  E. 
At a meeting of the Clemson stu- 
dent branch of the American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers last Tues- 
day   night   L.   T.   Leitner   Jr.,   was 
elected chairman of the society and 
M. T. Geddings elected secretary- 
treasurer. The meeting was held 
solely for the purpose of electing 
officers and after the election the 
society adjourned. The Society 
plans to hold one more meeting this 
year to get organized and select its 
committees for the coming year. 
Membership in the A. S. M. E. is 
open to any junior or senior taking 
either Mechanical or Electrical Engi- 
neering, and all men in these courses 
are urged to join the society. 
6 *$&. - ■■„, <jO> VV     1 "\ 
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THE FELLOW THAT SHOUTS 
'KILL THE UMPIRE','LOUDEST, 
USUALLY WOULDN'T HURT 
A FLEA. ORDINARILY HE'S 
JUST GOTTEN ALL HOT AND 
BOTHERED   AND   NEEDS 
NOTHING  SO MUCH AS AN 
ICE-COLD COCA-COLA AND 
THE PAUSE THAT REFRESHES. 
Millions have found 
that this pure drink of 
natural flavors, with its 
delicious taste and cool 
after-sense of refreshment, 
makes a little minute long 
enough for a big rest. 
The one who pauses to 
refresh himself laughs at 
the overheated fellow. 
The Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta,  Ga. 
YOU CAN'T BEAT THE 
PAUSE THAT REFRESHES 
IT      HAD T O B  E GOOD T  O WHERE I  T 
CB-7 
I s 
HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW - 
Clemson Pennants 
College Jewelry 
Stationery & Novelty Gifts 
THESE ARE ALL SUITABLE FOR GRADUATION 
PRESENTS 
♦♦> 
OPEN   SUNDAYS 
L. C. Martin Drug Co., Inc. 
P.   S.   McCOLLUM,   Manager 
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Lawyer—You want to divorce 
.these women? Can you name any cor- 
respondents? 
King Solomon—Not offhand, of 
course, but strongly suspect tne 97th 
Regiment of the Royal Light Infan- 
try. 
Young Father—What's that cloth 
on  the  line? 
Young Mother—That's the flag of 
our union. 
Many a negative girl has been de- 
veloped in a dark room. 
Was Ike excited when he asked to 
kiss you? 
No, he  was calm and collected. 
Helen of Troy was the first wo- 
man on record to go .to Paris for 
her education. 
Dick—You are the sunshine of 
my soul. You drive away the dark, 
dark clouds of despair. You will 
always reign in my heart. My love 
for you will never grow cold. Will 
you ? 
Dorothy—Say! What is this, a 
proposal or a weather report? 
"Fin so disappointed," said 
the bride, when she saw twin beds 
in   the   bridal   suite. 
"Why, honey?" asked the bride- 
groom. 
I was so sure we were going to 
have  a  room   all  .to   ourselves." 
I used to have a sweetheart, 
It was  during last vacation; 
When I returned to college, 
She went back in circulation. 
Shocked Old Lady—And on the 
way up here, we passed about twen- 
ty-five people in parked cars. 
Young Hostess—Oh sure you're 
mistaken. It must have been an 
even number. 
X.—My boy, you'll ruin your 
stomach drinking that stuff. 
Y.—That's all right, it won't show 
with my coat on. 
Girlie (at flower shop)—Have you 
any passion poppie? 
Old Demonstrator—Say, sis, just 
wait .1 ill  I get rid  of these  dahlias. 
Billie Lipp—Gentlemen, you must 
not ask so many questions. They 
irritate   me. 
Pap Timmerman—You can't fool 
me. It ain't the questions; its the 
answers. 
Soph—What  is  your greatest  am., 
bition,   Rat? 
Rat—To   die  a  year   sooner than 
you. 
Soph—What   is  the   reason   for 
that? 
Rat—So I will be a Sophomore in 
hell when you get there. 
Courier—Your Majesty, the Di- 
vine Power hath given thee a royal 
heir. 
Modest Sovereign—Thou flatterest 
me, knave. 'Tis naught but the 
work of the  imperial  perfumer. 
"Look here," said the old man, "I 
want to know why you kissed my 
daughter last night in that dark cor- 
ner." 
"Well," returned Johnny, ''Now 
that I've seen her by daylight, I've 
been   kind   of  wondering  myself." 
He—Do you know anything about 
the  Romantic  Movement? 
She—SIR! 
Prof.—Don't  you  know  anything, 
young man? 
K-det—No,   I  don't   even   suspect 
anything. 
They    call    her    Checkers.       She 
jumps when you make a bad move. 
He—Would you scream if I kissed 
you? 
She—How  could  I,  if you  did  it 
properly? 
Prof.—What're the names of your 
parents? 
Frosh—Papa and mamma. 
Teacher—Johnnie, how much i« 
three  and  four? 
Johnnie—I' like very much to tell 
you, teacher, but I think it'll do 
you more good if you'll look it up 
for yourself. 
THE MELTING POT 
Engineers In Politics 
In the United States, eight of the 
forty-eight governors are engineers 
or have received their training at 
engineering schools. 
The professional engineers are: 
Clayton D. Buck, of Delaware;. 
George H. Dern, of Utah; F. C. Em- 
erson, of Wyoming, and Morgan F. 
Larson,   of   New   Jersey. 
The following governors received 
their training at engineering schools; 
O. Max Gardner, of North Carolina: 
John M. Trumbull, of Connecticut; 
Bibbs Graves, of Alabama, and Har- 
ry  S.  Leslie,  of  Indiana. 
In the U. S. Senate there are five 
men with engineering training, 
namely: R. B. Howell, of Nebraska, 
H. W. Keys, of New Hampshire: 
Tasker L. Oddie, of Nevada, and 
Millard E. Tydings, of Maryland. 
—The  Technician 
And our president, Hoover, is an 
engineer also. 
Voice in the Dark—Statue? 
Second   Voice—Yes,   that's   me. 
He—Is it true that you are very 
extravagant with your clothes? 
She—Would you have me expose 
my   waste? 
New D. O.—My! Your mess hall 
is well lighted. 
Cadet—Yes, we eat light. 
What's  the  Use? 
What's the use of living? 
You  only die! 
What's  the  use  of loving? 
You only cry! 
What's   the   use   of   kissing? 
They only tell! 
What's    the    use    of    anything? 
Aw  ! 
Does your husband still walk in 
his   sleep? 
Not any more. Now he drives the 
car. 
Voice   over   Telephone—Please   send 
help at once.    I've turned turtle. 
Answer to Voice—Then you want 
the   zoo;   this   is   the   hospital. 
Tough Kid—Me old man was born 
in  a  log  cabin  full-a  chinks. 
Ditto—Thass nuthin'; me old man 
was born in a tenement full of wops. 
No   Pardon 
"This is all noose to me'" said the 
convict as he stood on the scaffold. 
"I guess I've come to the end of my 
rope." 
"Little Joe"—Now who can tell 
me   what  a  graph   is? 
Jack Campbell—"It's an animal 
with  a  long  spotted   neck. 
Facing The Music 
"What do they mean by the 
'witching hour'?" 
"Don't you know? That's the 
hours when the wife greets you with 
'Which story  is   it this time'?" 
As   You   Were 
"So  you  kissed  the painted  crea- 
ture?" 
"Yes, I saluted the colors." 
Inquiring Visitor—"To what do you 
attribute your long life,  uncle?" 
Oldest Inhabitant—"Well, I don't 
rightly know. Several of them pat- 
ent medicine companies is bargain- 
ing with me now." 
A   Sad   Awakening 
The gob was worrying. "Tell me 
about it," said his pal. "Get it off 
your chest." 
"I wish I could," moaned the gob. 
"I've .got 'Marguerite' tattooed there 
and the girl I'm engaged to marry 
is named 'Helen'." 
Purman Seniors Exempt from Exams 
All seniors at Furman University 
who made an average of B during 
the last term of their school career 
were exempt from the final exami- 
nations at the end of the year, ac- 
cording to the Hornet, Furman 
weekly. The ruling was made after 
a petition was presented .to the facul- 
ty by a committee from the Senior 
class. 
If I Were  a  Man 
If I were a man I'd be a good 
dresser, and ever so neat. I'd wear 
either navy blue double-breasted 
suits or Oxford grey. My overcoat 
would be dark and my scarf would 
be black and white. In summer I'd 
wear white flannel trousers and a 
blue coat as much as 'possible. If 
1 were a man I'd never, no, never, 
wear golf knickers except when I 
was playing golf. If I were a man 
my shirt would be white usually 
and on those occasions when I broke 
over into colors my tie would har- 
monize   perfectly. 
If I were a man and my hair were 
wavy, I'd let it wave ever so lightly 
any way—and I'd never, never, part 
it in the middle. And I'd wear a 
hat too, except on the campus, if I 
were a man, even if I did want to 
be collegiate. If I were a man I 
would smoke a pipe, that is, when 
courtesy allows—and speaking of 
courtesy I'd be ever so genteel to old 
women and especially to my mother. 
If I were a man I wouldn't call 
my girl "sugar" or "babe"; in fact, 
I would not call her any pet name 
except maybe "sweetheart" if I were 
in love with her—and when I did 
call her that I'd be sure that no 
one else heard. 
If I were a man I'd tell a girl 
when she's looking unusually nice 
and I'd not forget to notice the 
frocks, either. If I were a man I'd 
say it with flowers lots oftener than 
with words. It rings lots truer—and 
when I did say it with words those 
words would be set to music. 
If I were a man I'd write letters 
which could be read by anyone. My 
letter,--, would be short and to the 
point. Unless I could put love in 
sincerely I'd leave it out entirely. 
If I were a man, the girls I would 
kiss would be few. It makes a man 
more interesting. But when I Kissed 
them they'd stay kissed. If I wers a. 
man I'd have just one fraternity 
pin, and what's more I'd wear that 
myself—unless I were really and 
honestly in love. 
If I were a man I expect I would 
want to remake women just as badlj 
as being a woman I want to remake 
men. 
—The Periscope  (Shorter) 
USE   HOME-STUDY   COURSES 
TO HASTEN GRADUATION 
Choose from 450 credit yielding courses in the Social Sciences, the Languages, 
theNatural Sciences, Mathematics, Education and Theological subj ects. 
Turn spare time to account.   For detailed circular address 
Efje {Hnibersttp of Cfitcago 
Box S, Chicago. Illinois 
Thia    University   haa   been    teaching   by   correspondence   for   37   years 
s 
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LET US WASH YOUR GAR 
We do the work RIGHT—using the latest 
MARQUETTE MIST METHOD 
It gets all the dirt and grease—cannot harm the finish 
You can rely on us for expert polishing and greasing 
COLLEGE GARAGE 
GENERAL   REPAIRING 
tKMD<IM«l)aS3«mmreiafoTgl«^^ 
SHOE    REPAIRING 
THE   WORK   IS   RIGHT 
THE   SERVICE  IS   RIGHT 
THE   PRICE   IS   RIGHT 
DILLARD SHOE SHOP 
"DOWN    TOWN" 
EiaKsssraHKKKsigraiagissssgK^ 
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New  Shipment of Pennants and  Memory Books. 
Complete Stock of Friendly Five Shoes are now on 
our shelves and they would like to cover your feet. 
New   Navy  Duck   Pants—24-inch  bottoms.     Exltra 
Heavy $1.75;  light weight, $1.25. 
Mallory   Straws—$4.00. 
Two-piece Fancy Underwear—Shirts 50c trunks 50c. 
"Judge"  Keller       f 
EaaMMca^MMsiaaaia^^ 
If I were a man I would not read 
columns entitled "If I were a man.'' 
NEW WIDE-ROTTOM  WHITE  DUGK 
FOR THE FINALS 
Come down and make your selection. 
SEE    ME    FOR 
Summer Suits 
HOKE SLOAN 
AN  OLD  CLEMSON   MAN 
Jerry—"I hear, Pat, they've gone 
tone dry in the village where your 
b.-other lives." 
Pat—"Dry, mon' they're parched. 
I've just had a letter from Mike an' 
t'.ie postage stamp was stuck on with 
a  pin." KRSBHHKES 
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HELL'S BELLS 
We are sorry to hear from a 
number of girls that H. L. "Hobo" 
Jackson   has   "IF"   instead   of   "IT." 
But Pat Davis has been promoted 
to Corporal in the W. O. W., and 
the  season  so  near over. 
The following have received no- 
minations for "Great Goof" in the 
R. O. O. G. "Saphead" Cochran, 
"'Foggy"   Huff,   and   "Rube"   Seigle. 
Last Thursday night, after much 
deliberation, C. E. Jarrard was 
taken into the R. O. O. G. He was 
immediately nominated and un- 
animously elected to the uon- 
metaphisical position of "One-Half 
Goof." A question was raised as to 
where the "Other Half" was, but 
after much research it was decided 
that he  never had  it. 
Mr. "One-Half Goof" Jarrard is 
exceptionally well fitted to hold 
down this extremely hard position 
on account of the simple look he 
carries on his face and the extreme 
weakness of his mind. Congratula- 
tions,   Jarrard. 
A question of great national im- 
portance has arisen at Clemson. 
Which is the mother of the chicken, 
the hen that laid the egg or the 
hen that hatches it? Some of our 
most famous cadets, icnluding Sam 
Thompson, "Racket" Partridge, and 
Galloway himself (in person) have 
lost many hours of sleep over this. 
We have decided it. Neither one 
is   father   of   the   chicken. 
ing commencement week, to replace 
the regular Oratorical contest which 
has been the custom in the past 
years; although the orators will per- 
form on an afternon during that 
week. During this week the club 
room will be open for inspection to 
all  visitors. 
Spingtime and Adventure 
Ev3rywhere there are manifold 
signs of Spring. The tan oak tas- 
sels, the tender green leaves, the 
jubilant mocking bird are all add- 
ing varied voices to the orchestra- 
tion of this most adventurous sea- 
son of the year. A desire to rove, 
to gaze upon strange places, to 
visit foreign ports comes over us. 
Men in college begin to talk of 
getting out; high school boys out 
of college begin to talk of getting 
in. Everyone wants to try some- 
thing new, everyone seeks adventure. 
Going to college is a great ad- 
venture. The boy who comes to 
college without the feeling that he 
is entering upon adventure has 
missed one of the keenest thrills of 
his four-year stay. It is a venture 
after Truth—a venture that may be 
divided into two parts: the objective 
adventure ofter knowledge of Truth, 
.the subjective adventure of apply- 
ing that knowledge to life. Succes? 
in the search after knowledge brings 
Power. The man who knows has 
the power of Alladin's lamp in ins 
grasp.     But   power   without   control 
or guidance if a menace. Electricity 
controlled is a humble, obedient ser- 
vant, but run wild it is a devas- 
tating monster. The first adventure 
must be accompanied with the sec- 
ond, the pioneering into fields of 
courtesy, determination, presevei'- 
ance, courage and unselfishness. 
The search after the Truth of Char- 
acter is the most continuous, the 
most momentous in any man's life. 
It is after all the most gripping ad- 
venture that the human soul can 
undertake. Whether a man be 
bending over a ledger in an office 
or climbing to the crow's nest of 
a swinging ship, or soaring above 
the clouds in a roaring plane, the 
constant adventure of his soul after 
the truths of real, robust and un- 
conquerable manhood goes on just 
the same. 
Springtime brings out anew the 
spirit of hazard, of pioneering which 
ever leads man into new fields of 
more abundant life. Students seek- 
ing knowledge, seeking truth, are 
people setting out on a wonderous 
adventure, one that never grows old, 
if it only contains the two divisions, 
the search for knowledge accom- 
panied with the search for manhood. 
Students, Adventurers all! How 
?oes your joyous adventure? 
Helen—"Would you indulge in 
bigamy if it were permitted by law?" 
Dorothy—"Would I? I'd just 
love two." 
Jefferson-PIexico Wedding 
It will be of interest to many 
old Tigers to know that Mr. Spratt 
Plexico of the class of 1919 will be 
married to Miss Jefferson, of Mu- 
nice, Indiana, on the afternoon of 
May 25th. at "The Pines". They 
expect to come to Clemson on June 
3rd. and then go on to North Caro- 
lina, Virginia, and Washington, D. 0. 
"Spratt" has been with the Willys- 
Overland Co., of Toledo, Ohio, and 
expects to make his home there. 
SUMMER    SCHEDULE 
Summer  School 
(1) Tuesday, June 11th through 
Friday,  July  19th. 
(2) B,oys Clubs Short Course, 
Monday, July 8th through Satur- 
day, July 13 th. 
(3) R. F D. Carriers, Tuesday, 
July 16th and Wednesday, July 17tn. 
Farmers Week 
Monday,  August  5th  through  Fri- 
day, August 9 th.- 
Adult   School   Closing 
Saturday,   August   10th     through 
dinner Monday, August  12th. 
Club Boys Encampment 
Tuesday,   August        13th   through 
dinner  Saturday,  August  17th. 
Regular   Session 
Entrance  Examination 
September  2nd and  3rd. 
New    Students    Matriculate 
September 4th. 
Old Students Return 
September ll.th 
MY   BOY 
He brought  me  his report  from  the 
teacher and he said 
He   wasn't   very   proud   of   it,   and 
■sadly bowed  his  head. 
He    was    excellent    in    reading,    in 
arithmetic  he  was   fair, 
And   I   uoticed   there   were   severa: 
"unsatisfactorys"    there 
But one little bit of credit that wa? 
given brought me joy 
He   was   "excelent"   in   effort   and   I 
fairly hugged the boy. 
0 it  doesn't  make  much  difference, 
what is written on the card, 
1 told the little fellow,  "if you are 
only   trying   hard" 
The   "very  goods"   and   "excellents" 
are  fine, I  must agree, 
But    the    effort   you    are      making 
means a whole lots more to me. 
And   the   thing  that's   most   import- 
ant   when  this  card  is  put  aside 
Is  to  know   in spite   of  failure   that 
to   do   your   best   you've   tried. 
"Just   keep   excelent   in   effort,   all 
the  rest will   come to  you, 
There   isn't   any   problem   but   some 
day   you'll   learn   to   do; 
And   at   last   when   you   grow   older 
you will come to  understand 
That   by   hard   and   patient   toilinf. 
men have  risen to  command. 
And    someday     you   will      discover 
when  a greater goal's  at stake. 
That   better   far   than   brilliance   is 
the  effort  you   will   make." 
—A   Mother. 
DRAMATICS CLUB TO 
PRESENT N.AY AGAIN 
The Dramatic Club, One of the 
Best Clubs at School, Will 
Present Its Play Throughout 
the State and at Clemson 
During Commencement. 
The Dramatic Club which is the 
only organization at Clemson with 
its own club room, has played a 
singular part in entertaining, es- 
pecially at the intermission of 
dances. 
One of their best plays given in 
chapel was "The Ghost Bird", a 
comedy in four acts, under the di- 
rectorship of Mrs. Bleckley, and has 
also been shown before large au- 
diences  at  Central and  McCormick. 
The characters in the comedy are, 
Andalusie Anderson, Mrs. Dore's 
hired girl who is not the usual dig- 
nified maid that dresses to the min- 
ute but one who always has her 
nose into everybody's business, 
played by Mrs. Bleckley; Will Bel- 
mount, Catherine's young brother, 
is just a city weakling, acted by 
Jodie Hawkins; Tobias Toliver, 
(Toby), an amature detective the 
most outstanding character be- 
cause his expression never changes, 
sine* his mind lacks the ability to 
change it, could not be better repre- 
sented than by "Little Slam'- Math- 
Is; Mrs. Dore, owner and mistress 
of the house, is well acted by "Pin- 
der" Major; Carl Thomas, a young 
lawyer, is the hero of the play; 
portrayed by Whit Whitten; Cather- 
ine Belmount, a girl with an unwel- 
come suitor (the heroine) is seen 
in "Tootsie" Mills' fine acting; Phil- 
ip Graham, a master crook (aa un- 
derhand type of person), whose sou) 
is represented by Cecil King, B.rad 
Buckhart, his friend, famous for 
running down crooks, a chief detec- 
tive from the ranks finds himself, 
"Freddie" Rush; no better French 
maid for Catherine could be found 
than "Frenchie" Felder; Bella Wal- 
ker, stnd Annie Bloom, two old 
maids, are played by Jule Roberson 
and "Racket" Patridge, to perfec- 
tion; Jenkins, a young hardboiled 
New York police detective, by Fred- 
die  Rush. 
The club has the backing of the 
College President and the heads ot 
all the departments, which has 
meant everything to its success thij 
year. The Club will present thli 
play again on Monday evening dur- 
Just another good thing 
added to the other good 
things of life 
AM EL 
CIGARETTES 
© 1929, R- J- Reynolds Tobacco 
Company, Winston-Salem, N. C. 
WHY CAMELS ARE THE  BETTER  CIGARETTE 
Ccmels contain such tobaccos and such blending as 
have never been offered in any other cigarette. 
They are made of the choicest Turkish and American 
tobaccos grown. 
Camels are always smooth and mild. 
Camel quality is jealously maintained . . . by the 
world's largest organization of expert tobacco men 
. . . it never varies. 
Smoke Camels as liberally as you choose . . . they 
will never tire your taste. 
Nor do they ever leave an unpleasant after-taste. 
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SPORTS PRESSLEY AWARDED TROPHY SPORTS 
4** TEK 
I    H   rre £T    W >°-r  >*i 
Now that those warriors of the cinders and diamond have 
doffed their spiked shoes and stored away bats and gloves to 
mark the passing of the year '28-'29, we would like to indulge 
in a little harmless speculation, retrospective and otherwise. 
But bear in mind that it is only speculation. 
Suppose, for instance, that the Yellow Peril had won all its 
games the past season. If it had, it seems very probable that 
the Clemson team would have been asked to participate in the 
Ro?e Tournament out in Pasadena. Of course Georgia Tech 
was invited. Yet it is certain that if the Tigers had won all 
their games, mere than likely, Tech would have been dropped 
out. Proceeding with this speculation, suppose it had been 
O. D. Padgett that received that pass which Warner Mizell (or 
was it Lumpkkin?) turned into a touchdown for Tech. O. D. 
was great on that kind of stuff anyway. Whether we went or 
not, it was pleasant to mull over these thoughts. And how 
much such a game would help Clemson! But all that's "ad 
Libris'' (or what do you possess?) 
Then there's that matter of rackus down at Atlanta during 
the first of March. Picture the delirium on the campus if we'd 
won the basket-ball supremacy of the sunny South. (Even 
then we didn't miss it far.) This conquest added to our 
imaginative national football championship would indeed fill 
an already full cup. Probably the faculty would have been so 
affected by this culminating point in athletics as to abandon 
classes to satiate their own desire to "whoop it up" along with 
the capering cadets. (All this would certainly indicate unlim- 
ited imagination if you can conceive of this.) 
But thers's more to come. 
After cutting the above swath in the sports world and aur 
humble imaginations, just suppose Coach Gyuon's boys, in- 
censed by the successful season of the other Tiger teams, had 
wrought up a little war of their own, and had brought in asi 
their contribution, the Southern titleship of that valuable ge- 
ometrical figure, the baseball diamond.    Just suppose! 
Naturally the track team would be ashamed unless they had 
added the I. C. A. A. A. A. championship to complete Clem- 
son's title as national intercollegiate athletic champion. (Then 
to top all this just imagine a little bit more and think what the 
faculty would be doing, if all this had happened!) 
After all, this idle dreaming of what might have been does 
not deviate very much from the things as they were. The Yel- 
low Peril sounded an ominous warning of what is to come. 
The Tigers hovered perilously close to the top of the Southern 
Conference ratings. The basket-ball team was only defeated 
by the champions. And the base-ball team showed that it took 
the very champions of the Conference to take a game from 
them. 
A little thinking on this will show that Clemson ran a close 
second to the champions in nearly every sport. And we lose 
very few men of these teams, besides, there's the material 
coming up from the freshman class. It certainly doesn't take 
much "supposing" to figure Clemson as setting the pace in the 
front of the pack in all sports next year. Clemson is still pro- 
gressing and one cannot move forward and stand still at the 
same time. Therefore, from second in the sports world of the 
South, the Tigers are freighted for first places next year. So 
open the throttle and shovel in a little more coal, 'cause were 
shufflin' free and runnin' wild! 
members of the team were Blakeney, 
hurdler, and "Kit" Hane, sprinter. 
Lester, star in the weight events, 
was supposed to have made the trip, 




O. K. Pressley, captain of the 19 2 S 
Clemson football team, was declared 
winner of the Norris trophy as a 
result of a student election held 
here. 
The cup is awarded annually to 
the student who is selected by poim- 
iar vote of the corps as the most 
valuable athlete in college. It is 
donated by the Norris company of 
Atlanta. 
M. C. STATE PLAGES 
FIRST IN CONTEST 
On May 17, in the auditorium of 
the Asheville Normal School at 
Asheville, N. C., "Gator" Farr, of 
Clemson, South Carolina's repre- 
sentative in the fifth annual south- 
ern interstate oratorical contest. 
was defeated in a brilliant display 
of   oratorical   ability. 
Lee R. Mercer, North Carolina's 
representative, won first place, and 
G. E'. Fogg, representing Virginia, 
captured second place. This victory 
entitles Mercer to represent the 
south in the national contest to be 
held in Los Angeles, California, 
June   20th 
TRACK TEAM FAILS TO 
MAKE GOOD SHOWINO 
Three-Man  Team  Takes  Only 
One First Place in South- 
ern Conference Meet 
The three-man track team sent by 
Coach Carson to represent Clemson 
at the Southern Conference Meet 
failed to make any very impressive 
showing there aturday. The Con- 
ference pace seemed to be a little too 
fast for the trio of Tigers. Only oiie 
of them, Lineberger, was able to 
win a place. "Mink" won third plaea 
in the two mile run, accounting for 
the three points with which his 
team   was   credited.     The   other  two 
ZEIGLER TO HEAD 
BASEBALL   TEAM 
"Mike" Zeigler Elected Cap- 
tain and "Racket" Partridge 
Given Managership at An- 
nual Banquet. 
The Tiger baseball squad, Stat3 
champions of 1929, were recently 
; iven a banquet by Captain Har- 
combe. This banquet was feature'1 
by the election of next year's cap- 
tain and manager, talks by Coaci'< 
Joe Guyon, Mutt Gee, Fred Pear- 
Pearman, and a huge spread of 
delicious food, planned as only Cap- 
tain Harcombe can. Bill Player, 
manager of this year's Tigers, fille-i 
the role of "master of ceremonies". 
Fred Pearman presented a hand- 
some gold watch to Coach Guyo~t 
as a token of the great devotion 
of the champs  to  the   "B.ig  Indian". 
From the three nominees for 
Captain, Hewitt, McGill, and Zeigler 
Mike Zeigler, the Bengal center- 
fielder, was selected to lead the 
Clemson nine during the season of 
1930. "Racket" Partridge was 
elected manager; his competitor 
was "Lonnie" Reese. Mike and 
Racket have a fast pace set for 
them, but it is certain that they 
are both very capable and ener- 
getic men. The Jungaleers are 
looking forward to a season of 
success under the management of 
these    two    men. 
Mother—"Why, Grace, how in the 
world did you get so messed up 
while riding?" 
Grace—"I rode in the rumple 
seat." 
She was standing near the rail, 
She was .looking deathly pale. 
Was she looking for a whale? 
Not  at  all. 
She's   her   mama's   lovely   daughter 
Casting bread upon the water 
In a way she hadn't oughter— 
That's  all! 
"Are  you   a   sailor's   sweetheart?" 
"No,   I   don't   like   salt   with   my 
mush." 
MEN  WHO  WANT 
SUMMER WORK 
See page 131 in the May 
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On the air once more—BILL & BUSS Broadcasting 
Just want to remind you 
get those good things to 
checks   cashed   here. 
before school is out, that you can 
drink,   sandwiches,   smokes,   |and 
Paul Whiteman 
Every Tuesday over Columbia 
network . . . 9:00 to 10:00 P. M. 
Eastern  Daylight Saving  Time 
A touch of your radio dial will 
bring you the matchless dance 
music of the "King of Jazz" 
and his world-renowned orches- 
tra. Courtesy of OLD GOLD 
CIGARETTES... "not a cough 
in a carload." 
Old Gold 
CIGARETTES 
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"BILL  AND   BUSS" 
RIGHT ACROSS FROM THE "Y" 
